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IDEFACE TO THE SHORT STORIES
Perhaps the Job of telling what art is supposed to
do can be performed better by the critic than the
artist* After all> the artist has tried to show in
his stories what he thinks his art should do* If he
has succeeded no explanation is necessary » and if he
has failed no amount of explanation will suffice.
For the beginning artist, the Job of stating in
precise terms the principles of his creed is well nigh
overwhelming. It is true that George Eliot and
Jane Austen had formed their view of life and art
before they began to write, but they are the exceptions
rather than the rule. Most writers begin their task
better equipped with feeling than with understanding*
The complexity of the task of achieving understanding
may be illustrated by the fates of Dreiser and Wolfe.
Dreiser was admittedly still perplexed about life
when he died; Wolfe was still searching for the answer*
Thus, at the beginning the writer functions largely
by feeling, a distinguishing feature inescapable and
indispensable to good art. This fact explains the

high and dominant strain of lyricism in the art of the
young writer. Something happened and made him feel a
certain way, and he must sing it out and make you
feel it too. This desire is motivated, I suppose, by
the fascination of the young with the awe, the terror,
the despair, and occasionally the hilarity of existence.
Much of life stands before him, and new things are
happening that have happened before to many people but
not to him. Now the artist sees them happening to Joe,
Sadie, Marie, and the rest. And the things that happen
to them happen to him as well. Sadie suffered the shame
of being an unwed mother, and so did he.
All along it occurs to the writer that these
experiences are saying something. They say, for instanc
that life is tragic or that life is wonderful or that
life is painful. And possibly all the writer had in
mind was to tell a story about a tragic situation. But
it is certain that although he may not have achieved a
point of view, he has betrayed an attitude. After
hearing one of my stories read, a girl came to me and
said; "You’re crushed." Of course that was silly. I
was not crushed at all; I was simply young and excitable

But the point is that the artist needs a perspective.
It is not enough to go on contriving situations, and
moulding experience into the form of a short story.
As time goes on, the gamut of experience becomes less
and less impressive in itself. Murder, adultery,
marriage, birth, death, and defeat are daily occurence,
and when the first excitement over these things
subside, the small voice inside the artist asks and asks
insistently, ”ye3, yes, Joe Vt^iter, but what does it
mean? Where are we going? What are we doing here?"
And one cannot talk out of the side of one*s mouth
forever. The spurting of blood, the cries of passion,
and the spectacle of human striving never attain larger
proportions than in the dramas of Marlowe® But the
people who must go on begetting their babies, living
out their life spans, must eventually pass by this
q.uaking mass of calamity for a single line spoken by
Cassius in Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar ; "The fault,
dear Brutus, is not in our stars, but in ourselves, that
we are underlings." Man insists on trying to do some-
thing with life, and unless the artist contributes to
this drive, he will soon find himself abandoned like
last year’s discarded toys.
. s. i
Therefore, in the development of the artist feeling
becomes integrated with intellect, and in the drama a
"fifth act" method arises by means of which the play
starts with the end of the experience--the major portion
of the experience, itself, having taken place off stage-
and probes the meaning of the experience in terms of
the limitations of the individual and his culture.
In the plays of Ibsen, the meaning of life is
investigated against a background of custom, and despite
the edicts of the schoolmen they are not to me mere
"social problem" plays. Name anything in artistic
creation that is fine and worthy, and you will find it
in the works of Ibsen. Unforgettable people, drama,
poetry, and all the wonders of the art are there in
supreme abundance. But the idea is there, too, and this
fact signalizes to me the arrival of the mature artist.
The CTirtain rises on the play, Ghosts
,
and l£Ts. Alving^s
husband is dead and her son near dementia; the action
of the play probes the meaning of the experience which
took place off stage. In Rosmersholm
,
the wife has been
hounded to death; the primary goals of the grasping
housekeeper have been achieved. Again, the action of
the play is concerned with meaning.
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The fact that neither King Lear or Macbeth would
have significance for the Pueblo Indian, not because
these Indians do not read or write English, but because
the human nature of Shakespeare is in reality a
reflection of the responses of the human animal to
specific traits of Western culture, and not to the
culture of the Pueblo Indian, challenges the artist to
add meaning and value and accuracy to his portrayal
of experience by examining the culture as well as the
individual. Human nature is not human nature. Human
nature is something in relationship, and derives its
meaning from its relationship. And that relationship
is the culture from which the human nature springs.
The drive of ambition, the desire for power, and the
exaltation of personal relationships are unknown and
inconceivable to the Pueblo Indian. And this is true
not because they are inately more noble than other
people. Their culture is simply not the type to produce
these values.
Relativity is a part of art, and should not be ig-
nored.
The foregoing statement describes what I consider to
be the job of the mature artist. But I do not pretend to
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be a mature artist* In these stories, I have tried to
say something* Exactly what, I have not always knovm
at the time of writing* But through the process of
rewriting, I am sometimes able to sense a particular
value or meaning which arises out of the experience
itself* I have found it useful to try at first merely
to create a story, and then think out its significance*
It was Professor Brace who pointed out to me that in
"Trip To Gincinatti,” ”You almost create a truth, but
you spoil it by the ending, which is merely silly*”
As I thought over the story, it occurred to me that it
was a good example of the value of illusion* I rewrote
the story in a way that I thought would more adeq^uately
convey this value*
”The Unmild Yoke” is the story of two people whom I
admired a great deal* The man, I admired for his
tenacious grip on life, his tremendous will to live*
It was only towards the latter part of his life that he
began to doubt that he would recover and live the life
that he had known before* His desire to see the stars
and hear singing is merely the eternal human longing for
beauty and harmony*
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In "Gall For Pontius Pilate" I have tried to
demonstrate again the value of illusion.
The last two stories, "As Death Drops Down’"and
"John Davis Goes Home," belong to the type usually
called "race relations stories." They began as part
of a novel which I do not yet feel prepared to
write. The significance of racial tension with its
weird and violent denouements present countless
implications and complications.
The "race relations" story is difficult to write
because of the strain it places on credibility. To
write a story, for instance, about the Mississippi
men who a few years ago out out a Negro farmer'^s
tongue and killed him because he consulted a lawyer
about some land that the men were claiming which he
thought was his own would demand great skill. It
just isn*t credible. Yet, according to newspaper
reports, it happened. Not too long ago two men were
shot down in Georgia, along with their wives, because
one of the men had injured a white man in a fight.
As I was trying to write the last two stories, I
tried to think of the reasons why incidents like the
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ones I wrote about could happen* I thought of a few and
tried to put them into the stories. I thought that
in spite of our constitution, and the wonderful sayings
in our history books, America does not yet believe
in the right of people to be different* To be different,
I
is to be an outsider* To be an outsider is to be less
than human* Following upon such a premise, the denial
of the right of the "outsider” to excellence and
dignity can be done without too much damage to the
denier's conscience*
I thought that in the South this disease of thoughts,
referred to above, existed to an even more extreme
degree than it does in the rest of America. It is a
disease of the cultural pattern, partly due to the
economic and spiritual poverty of the people, partly
due to the southerner's conception of a romantic past
which never existed in fact* These things, I have
tried to show in the two stories.
In all of these stories, I have been content if I
expressed well one worthwhile value, and retained a
fidelity to life as I have seen it lived*
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TRIP TO CINCINNATI
At eleven-fifty the passenger train blew a mournful
howl as it thundered through the Louisiana countryside
Isaiah stopped the mule in the middle of the furrow,
making the plow point up out of the red clay. Wiping
the sweat from his brow, he said solemnly to the train
'’(Join* my way, but it ain*t my day.”
Then he began to mumble, ”Wasn*t meant to plow no
mule from s\in to sun."
The mule prioked up his long black ears, and bit
angrily at a horsefly.
Isaiah said to the mule, "I ain*t gonna plow you
always* Some day, I ain’t gonna plow you no more.
You’ll be standing there in that broken-down barn,
and I’ll be a-ooolin’ my heels in Cincinnati.”
The mule whinnied, and shook the gnats away from
his face*
"Nobody walk behind a mule noways but ’nother mule
’n* a fool." Isaiah spat through his teeth, and
watched the liq.uid sail over the head of the mule.
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here be my right hand, I be neither one n^r
t *other #"
With one hand, he rolled a thin cigarette* "In
the city," he said to the mule, "I smokes *em ready
roll’ •"
Isaiah smoked the cigarette thoughtfully* "Dog-
gone a mule anyhow what stops every ten minutes to
see if somebody said ’halt,* and he missed out
bearin’ it*"
The mule turned his head and neighed loudly*
Isaiah slashed him with the plow line*
"Get up, you hongry no-count scampi Get up
there, Beu-lahl"
The mule started out with a brisk step, then
settled down to his usual slow gait. Isaiah made
no objection*
Isaiah looked at his two room shack in disgust*
"Look at you," he said to the shack, "a-lennin’ this
way ’n’ that* Ain’t no help for you* Don’t see
why the wind don’t take you, don’t see why the rain
don’t wash you away* They both sure come through
you right often ’nough* Paint you, and you’d fall
down, I betoha* One day you’ll stand there empty.
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and me and Beth*ll be a-coolin* our heels in Cinoinnati*
He spat and shook his head* "You *n* Beulah goin’
moan the day I found this here place Cincinnati* Been
a-rarin* to get back to it since I up *n* went there
for Uncle Pete's funeral*"
He mounted the rickety steps, and 7/ent into the
house* Then he saw her sleeping on the big wooden
bed* She snored softly, and her breast rose and fell
against the wrinkled gingham dress* Her bare feet
were tucked under her, and in her arms she clasped a
book* Isaiah went silently into the kitchen*
The stove was bare except for the greasy vessels
from the morning breakfast* He felt the wood stove
and found it warm* On the inside were only a few
live coals* The dreamy look left his eyes, and he
muttered angrily: "Well, dam* old Rosy*"
He went back into the bedroom and snatched the
book from the girl*s arms and read:
"Ah how sweet it is to love I
Ah how gay is young desire
And what pleasing pains we prove* * *"
"Grive me my book," the girl screamed*
"Po*tryl 1*11 teach you* Po'tryl Me here hungry.
ti

Isaiah threw the book intoand tired as a dog* •
the stove* "You leave that book be’."
"I want my book," the girl cried* He blocked her
way with his arms
,
and gave her two hard whacks on
the buttocks* She sank her teeth in the meaty
forearm. Feeling the arm give, she broke through
and ran to the stove* The coals burned her fingers
as she rescued the book*
"Isaiah, you touch this, and I’ll go home* I’ll
go straight home i "
She held the book very close to her, and glared
at him defiantly* "Perfesser Sillis give me this
book, when I was in school, ’cause he said I was the
best po’try reciter in his class."
"Woman, where in tarnation is my dinner?"
"Why, Isaiah, what time is it?"
"Twelve o'clock, sun half -gone* And don’t play
fool, neither."
Beth began to whimper. "I didn’t mean to go to
sleep* I was readin’ ’n’ went to sleep* You just
haven’t got no feelins’ for nothin’* Raisin’ pure
devil, like somebody crazy."
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"I^m hongry, woman!”
”Don*t you shout at me# My ma never shouted at me#
She never did!"
Isaiah grabbed her and put her across his long legs
"1*11 paddle some sense into you," he shouted# Beth
endured the spanking, yelling and kicking# When he
released her, she pulled a battered suit-case from
under the bed#
"Never could abide a man that*d beat a woman," she
stormed#
"Gk) on home, and good riddance#"
"Never would *a* left if I hadn*a* been storied to.
"I guess it didn*t take so much storying at that#"
"You said you was go in* take me to the city." She
pushed the red hair out of her face, and the tears
trickled down her freckled cheeks.
"Now, Beth, I was# Straight up yonder into
Cincinnati where Uncle Pete lay buried and in paradise
Up yonder where all them pavement streets and no sand
and clay kin git in your shoes or be a-dirtyin up your
stockins."
"You said that two years ago." She glanced at the
baby opening his eyes in the crib#
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"Now here* Don’t he a-yellin* at me, Beth. I guess
your ma was right glad to get rid of you. She thanked
me for it. Said you were bound to bring trouble in her
house with your frisky self.”
"She never I She never I She never told no sucha
story. Scarce looked at a man ’fore you come ’long with
your storyin’ ’bout goin* to the city so’s I could have
pretty clothes and go to school.”
"Come on now, Beth. Never’d noticed you, if you
hadn’t friskyed up to me like a sucklin’ calf,"
"I never did no such,” Her eyes were wide and
protesting, "I got me a promising man, I did. Always
promisin’ ’n’ never doin’."
Beth thrust out her shoulders and mimicked, ’"I’m
a city man,’ he says with his store boughten clothes.
I’m a- goin’ take you away from here, little girl.
Coin’ put you in a real school ’n’ buy you fine clothes.
Just left the city ’n’ goin’ back. Just you wait this
winter out,*
"One winter and now the second and---”
"Wa-ah," The baby sq.ualled in his crib.
Beth patted the slight bulge of her stomache. ”—
-
’nother one of them cornin’ Ions,"

Isaiah’s long arms dropped to his side, and a look of
wonder came into his eyes. His face drooped for a
moment, tired and sunken. Then he opened his mouth in a
wide grin.
”Naw I "
"Yes I "
He grabbed her and danced across the room. "Isaiah,
Jiinior. Haw---like the city folks, Isaiah Lee Purvis,
the Second • "
She pushed him away, and turned her head coyly. "Take
back what you said."
"’Bout what?"
"’Bout me bein’ frisky."
"Aw-aw shucks, Beth, I ain’t meant that."
"’Bout me runnin’ after you."
"I was Just-a havin’ a little sport, Beth."
"And how ’bout ma be in glad to get shed o’ me?"
"Aw. Aw now. Aw shucks, Beth. Just tryin’ to get you
riled a little."
Isaiah sat on the bed, and Beth sat in his lap*
"You got to quit fool-actin’," she said. "How we
ever goin’ get to the city?"
She began to cry
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"How don*t you cry girl. We goin’ manage* I said
that before, but I mean it this time. I feel a new
spirit* It*s in my blood, and I got to go*"
Beth smiled wistfully through her tears. "Tell me
4
how we goin* to be in Cincinnati."
"Now, I done tole you a thousand times, Beth. • *"
"Tell me again I "
Isaiah thought for a moment. "Well, one day soon
we goin' to leave this shack and Beulah right here,
and go to Cincinnati. And you goin* live in a new
house, and have fine clothes. And I'm goin* send you
to school. I mean the best. And you won't have
nothin* to do but study. • •"
Isaiah stopped, feeling her body sway in his arms,
and the weight subside against him. There was a smile
on her face, and she was asleep.
Isaiah tip-toed out of the house, bending his long,
rangy frame so that he could get out of the door without
touching it. He went back to the field, munching a
sandwich of bread and bacon.
"C*mon mule," Isaiah said, "I'm a-gonna plow you
like you never been plowed before." He gave the mule a
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stinging slap on the belly with the plow line. The mule
Jumped, startled out of his doze.
”Get up there, Beu-lah I ” The mule started off
walking in earnest, then slowed to her customary stride.
”Gome on up, mule. I don’t mean to be mean er-nothin'.
But you got to go. Now I ain’t a-foolin’ no more,”
Isaiah said, his shoulders slumping and his eyes fixed
on the new ground to be broken.
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CAIiL FOR POHTIUS PIIATE
The chaplain approached the pale white shanty,
breathing deeply the cold damp air drifting up from
the bottom land* Fox-fire be jeweled the ground like
a mat of precious stones, and he heard the lonely
voice of a cricket singing out in the dark silent woods*
He would tell the blunt truth, he reminded himself*
No matter what was in the package, he, William Jackson,
would out with the truth* Nature with its healing
powers would take care of the rest*
Truth, like mtirder, will always out* If someone had
done as much for him, how much better off he would have
been* He would do what he wished someone had done for
him*
It was on such a night as this, as a little boy of
six, that he had returned from a visit to his aunt, and
had found his mother lying still---so utterly still in
her big brown iron bed* Rev* Gillespie; Ike James, the
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deacon; Blount Tillery, Sol Caulet, Mrs# Jones, herself,
and the rest of the neighboiirs, stood by with their
heads bowed in deep silence*
He came into the room. "Ma is so ^uiet," he said,
looking from one to the other.
They looked at him, their faces pressed into solemn
lines *
"Ma is so q.uiet," he said, and began to cry.
Blount Tillery patted him on the shoulder.
"Your ma is sleeping, boy.**
He wet his lips. Darkness seemed to march in the
room, enveloping the flickering lamp-light. On the
mantelpiece over the fireplace were many strange
bottles, and the room held a strange sickly smell.
”Your ma is taking a nice long sleep.” Blount
Tillery said, "and we*re gonna take her to a place
where they take people when they’re tired and need to
rest .”
He looked at Blount, at each of them* But they did
not look back at him. He felt suddenly strange, alone,
frightened. He shook Blount’s hand from his shoulder
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and ran to the bed
”Ma I 1/Ia I Wake up
,
ma I ”
Blount oaught his hand, and tried to pull him back*
He snatched his hand away* Fire popped and fumed in
the fireplace
,
and the sound died in the ocean of
silence
•
”I’m back from A*nt Hattie’s, Ma* Wake up, now*”
He tugged at Blount Tillery’s sleeve* "Wake her up,
Mr* Tillery*"
Blount Tillery patted his shoulder, and tried to
pull him away from the bed*
He grasped his mother’s shoulders. Mrs. Jones
gasped, and was taken out of the room* He shook his
mother* Her flesh was cool and her arms were limp by
her side*
"She ain’t warm no more, Mr* Tillery*"
"Hush," Blount Tillery said, "let her rest now. I’ll
take you back to your Aunt Hattie, and you can wait
there while your mother rests. C’mon now."
Six months later, he was still waiting for his
mother to finish her rest* He could yet see his
cousin Jack’s face, his tonuge jutting out of his
mouth as they argued over who had won a marble
.
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"Yal Yal Yal" His oousin Jack said, "You think your
mother *s sleep, but she ain’t, yal"
The blood drained from his face. "You shut up about
t
my mother."
Jack came up close, and pushed his finger in his,
William’s, face. "Your mother’s dead I Deadl Dead I"
The chaplain no7/ stood facing the door of the shanty
From the crack between the bottom of the door and the
whitened floor, yellow lamplight shone discoloring the
pale moonglow. The frame of the old house shook and
rattled on its pillars of log roiinds as the wind
suddenly rushed up from the valley.
White Georgia sand gleamed like powdered snow. He
stooped and scooping up a handful of the sand, allowed
it to trickle through his fingers.
He looked for a moment at the package. Then, taking
a deep breath, he called loudly: "Hallo I"
He heard Ifirs. Jone’s feet against the creaking
boards. The door opened wide, and the lamplight from
the house flooded out into the ni^t.
"Mrs. Jones," he said, his voice barely audible.
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*^Who is this?**
**It*s me, Idrs# Jones, Willie Jackson***
"Old Man Tot Jacks on *s boy?**
"Yes, ma*m#"
"My Lord, boy* Come in here and let me see you*"
He followed her into the house, and stood in the
middle of the floor* She held the large table lamp up
to his face* "Well Land of Ooshenl Boy, it shore is
you, Buster Jackson* I done heard how you was preachin
7/ith that army* And look at him* All diked up in
soldier clothes* Come on up here and sit down and let
me look at you*"
He felt himself gripping his service cap tightly*
In the dull light of the lamp, he could see the nev/s-
papers tacked over the cracks in the wall* On the
mantlepiece stood a daguerreotype of Mr* Jones as a
young man, a picture of the family together with the
children looking in every direction but at the camera*
The middle child, holding his cap in his hands, would
be Buddy Jones* He turned his eyes from the picture
and looked away.
"Sit down there in that rocker, there," Mrs. Jones
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said* ’’Chaplain now ain’t you? And Just think, I
sucked you at my breasts. Made you sugar-tits, and
bounced you on this very stove up knee, here* Why,
it’s Just like the other day--"
"Mrs. Jones," the chaplain said abruptly, "about
Buddy-—"
The big smile drained from her face* He saw her
fingers trembling in her ample lap, as she looked at
him silently for awhile*
"What about Buddy?" she said, threateningly.
He rubbed his hands together, and looked down into
the dull fire embers. "I’m sorry about Buddy," he
said*
"I say what you know about Buddy?"
"I was in his regiment*"
"Pore boy," she said, "people always did lie on him
always did."
"I’m sorry," he said*
"Ain’t no use to be sorry now* They done kilt him.
And he ain’t done a thing." She pushed her hands out
toward him. "You knows it. You knov/s he ain’t done
nothing. You and Buddy growed up together. Now don’t
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you know it?**
The chaplain looked down at the pile of pine knots*
He pitched a small knot on the fire, and pushed it
under the log with a poker*
**There was eye-witness,** he said*
The pine knots blazed and brightened their faces and
the room* Large sparks flew up the chimney, and fell
back into the dead ashes* Outside, the wind whistled
and shook the shanty gently, rattling the window
shutters*
**Murder,** she said softly* **Murder***
They stared silently into the fire* The bright flame
died slowly down, and the shadows rising from the
objects in the room disappeared from the walls* Across
the far hills they heard the barking of dogs—-the
sound coming faintly to them on the wind* The incoherent
cries of the hunters followed*
Mrs* Jones laid her hand on his knee, turning her
soft brown eyes to his* **Buster* Buster Jackson, you
and him, why y*all hunted possum and coon together,
and y*all fished and went to that sam*e Shady- Grove
schoolhouse, and y*all went up to see girls in Donaldson-
ville together* Now Buster, me *n* you, we knows*
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Don^t care what them government folks, and them eye-
witness folks say, me *n' you, we knows."
He picked the package up off the floor, and held it
thoughtfully in his hands. Silence hung heavily over
the room, cut only by the hard ticks of the mantel
clock. He could feel her eyes boring into him, search-
ing him, shaking him down. He put the package back
on the floor quickly, as if pushing it away.
"He was tried by a courts-martial board. They
found him guilty."
"Court-martial board. Vvhat do a court-martial
board know about my boy? Do they know as much as me?
Now tell me that."
From the grey ashes came the strong odor of burning
potatoes. She pulled them away from the coals with
the blackened poker. The brittle peeling of the
potatoes burst, and hot steam streamed up in the fire-
light. She pushed one towards him with the poker. He
tossed the hot potato from one hand to the other as it
burned his fingers. He peeled it and the rich red
showed under a light film of oil.
She passed him a case knife, and a saucer of home-
made butter. He opened the red meat, and dropped a
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slice of butter into the slit • The butter melted and
ran down the sides*
"You was with my son before he died* You was his
Chaplain. You was with him."
The chaplain nodded, and threw another pine knot
on the fire.
"1 got all these here government papers, and all
these here notices* They don*t tell me nothing*
Buster, they ainH got no heart in ^em. I want to
hear from somebody with a heart in *imo"
She pressed her lips together tightly* Her voice
rose slightly out of pitch. "Buster, you come here
to tell me something. Now tell it I"
He rubbed his hands together slowly, and dropped
them limply to his side.
"Buster, he sent you to tell me something."
He nodded*
"He sent you to tell me he done something that got
him mixed up in bad company. He knows how I hated
for him to get in bad company. I made him swear on
that very Bible over there he wouldnH get in bad
company* Or he done got mixed up in something else
bad* But he ain’t done no murder, he ain’t."
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know you to be a strong woman, Mrs* Jones."
"Whatever my Buddy told you to tell me, I know it
ain’t no lie,” She said weakly. ”I mind how Shad
Waters make like my Buddy stole his mule one time.
And Buddy, he kept-a saying he never done it. His pa
beat him for it, too. Beat him naked, but Buddy, he
never owned up. And sure ’nough, they found that
mule dead in the woods from something he et."
”Mrs. Jones, your son--”
”I 'member how I had to work to keep that boy.
Always was too wild. After his pa died, folks wanted
to take him way from me. Said I was too pore to raise
him, but I got the raising hands. Ghillun just like
flowers, and oollard greens, and field corn, and
tomatoes and things. Takes a loving, raising hand for
'em. And I raised him up proud as anything# I did.
Folks just picked on him ’cause he ain't had no Daddy
to look out for him. That’s how come he was kind of
wild.
"
She paused for a minute to catch her breath. Look-
ing at him as he opened his mouth to speak, she broke
in: ”Fore he was half-grown, folks was saying he'd

done got that no-oount Lettie Lowry gal in trouble. But
he just looked at me and said, ’ma, I never done no
such.” And I just belt my holt. My boy, he never //ould
lie. He do wild things like any growing young ’un.
But he never would lie.”
The chaplain stood up and thrust his hands in his
pocket. ”Mrs. Jones, it^s my Grod-given duty---”
”Ever*body was down on ^imj* she said. She sat up
straight, her eyes shining. ”But he showed ’em. V/hen
they helt that there marathon dance thing, he was the
out-danc ingest thing in this here county. The head man,
he says to Buddy, why you oughta be on the stage. But
I ain’t never approved of this here stage life. But
that’s what that dance head-man said to my boy. And
the folks all come up so proud of him, then, like he
was their ’s.
”Then the very next week, mind you, they tried to
mix ’im up in that hold-up they had down at the forks,
the year of the big storm. And there was my boy, and
me minding how during the hard time days when Ik
.
Roosevelt was the headman---time when we ain’t had
’nough to eat bet7/een us my boy, he brought in a half
dead kitty starved out in the wet and the cold. And
now they trying to tell me ray boy done kilt some Prance
Vi c n
man in cold blood over a gambling game."
She stood in front of the fire and stared into the
flames
•
She stared at him, her eyes hot and questioning. "All
these Government papers, they send me. Tryin to tell me
that ."
She jerked a drawer of the bureau open, and pointed.
"I got *em all right here. All them government papers,
trying to tell me what I know better."
She snatched the bundle of papers out of the drawer,
and flung them into the fire.
"That^s how I count them lies."
The chaplain held the package beside him. He could
feel the hardness of its smooth surface, and he could
feel the blood leaving his face.
"He never told them people he done it I" She said.
"He never confessed to them," the chaplain said.
His fingers closed tighter around the package.
She turned on him. "And I reck* you going tell me
he confessed to you."
He bit his lips until he could taste the warm blood.
"No," he said, "I*m not going to tell you that."
"You*re going to tell me he denied it, and you don*t
I
believe
Her face shook in the dim light and for the first
time, he could see tears flowing freely down her
cheeks *
**No, Mrs. Jones. That isn’t what I have to tell
you."
"You a preacher, Buster. You ain’t got to uphold
them government folks. You got your duty before God
to tell the truth. Just tell me. I won’t tell
nobody. I Just want to know where his soul went.
Ain’t nothing wrong if his soul went right. Was he
q,uiet when they killed him? Did he die with a smile
on his face? Some say if they’s a smile on the face
of the dead, why, their soul went straight to heaven.
"He died q.uietly."
"Did he open his soul up to you before. . ."
The chaplain looked away. "Yes."
"Yes?" She came towards him, her arms outstretched
and trembling.
He turned his back to her and slowly removed the
silver crosses from each lapel, and dropped them in
his coat pocket.
"Do you have a gramophone, Mrs. Jones?"
She pointed to a nearby table.
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The chaplain stood up and ripped the package open*
The black record gleamed in the dim light*
”Play this* Your son sent it to you* This explains
it all*"
She took the record out of his hands* The needle
scratched roughly, then began to play*
"It was his last request," the chaplain said.
A choked, husky voice, the voice of her son,
resounded from the record:
"I never kilt nobody, ma* They lied on me* But
don*t worry* Buster talked with me, and I*m gonna
be all right where I*m going."
She played the record over twice, looking about
the room in wonder* She opened her mouth, and it
trembled before words came*
Suddenly, she shouted: "Son, you didn*t do it I I
knowed he didn’t do it I Son, I knowed you never done
nothing wrongl"
The chaplain sucked the blood from his lips, and
without a backward glance walked out into the deep
hush of the dark calm night* * •
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THE UNMILD YOKE
S>SL;Y aat'tliKa 3HT
THE UHMILD YOKE
They sat for a few moments in silence, looking down
the dark road towards the mill-pond* They oould hear the
water trickling over the smooth stones, and see the
shadowy trees lining the narrow rocky road*
Gordie turned the switch off, and the soft purring
of the motor subsided gently*
"When a body ain*t no good to hisself, not minding
other folks, he^s dead," Gordie said with finality*
He leaned over and took her hand* "Why don’t you
put him in a home, Flora?"
Flora took her hand off the door, and let it rest
in her lap* The car-lights gave a quick wink as
Gordie switched them to dim. The strong light of the
dashboard fell on their faces, and cast their shadow's
against the ceiling*
Flora looked out of the window* Across the street
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stood a large factory* For ten years it had been idle*
And with these years of disuse, there had been many
rains, storms, and winds* But the factory showed no
signs of decay* Around stood a tall strong fence
finished with barb-wire strands at the top*
"Grod knows," Flora said, "I feel bad enough, without
you always harping on it* Sometimes s Enough to make
the blood drip out your heart, the way he lays there
paralyzed from head to foot, refusing to die and
trying to laugh* Then getting mean as the devil*"
"Can*t blame him though, not rightly." She shook
her head, and turned again to the window. "Twelve
years on his back and trying to laugh. Sometimes,
look like he got a heap of nerve. Then, I think
maybe he ain’t got sense ’nough to die. Then, I
think he lives to spite me."
"Look at us. Flora," Gordie said softly. "We
hitting it on up for fifty. Time don’t wait for
nobody. You, me, nobody. Can’t you get yourself up
to it. Flora. It’s just chicken-heartedness on your
part. You see how q.uick your sister put him on you.
You see she got him off of her."
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She began speaking rapidly* ”It ainH human*
AinH his fault, God knows he been a good man if he is
a devil now. And they never was a more good hearted
man when he was able*”
Gordie opened his wallet and handed her a picture*
"It’s all finished now* Five rooms and bath* Shame
for it to keep on staying empty*"
She looked at the picture in silence* Air came
gently through the window, and ruffled the grass
outside
•
Flora opened the door and got out * "Maybe next
year," she said*
II
She stumbled through the flowers that covered the
yard and went into the house* From the front room
window, she watched the car go smoothly up the street*
Flora stared until she realized that the red tail-light
had long disappeared from sight*
She thought for awhile of all the years that she
had said; "Maybe next year* • *"
Pulling down the shade, she called: "Uncle John?"
There was an answering rumble from the next room*
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The sound of the voice was strong, vibrant, but
unintelligible
•
back, Uncle John," she called.
There was another deep rumble in answer.
Flora switched the light on in the room. It smelled
overwhelmingly of decayed life, body musk, urine, and
other waste.
Uncle John lay in the bed, his eyes staring from
their great sockets at the ceiling. His face was a
skull covered with opaq.ue cellophane that peeled and
tore under the touch of a razor. His bony arms
rested outside the covers, dingy with ingrained dirt.
The nails on the fingers had turned blue, and grown
until they curved over the tips of his fingers like
the talons of some wild bird of prey. All of his skin
was dingy with dirt resulting from inexpert washing.
And from, him came a foul odor, the work of defective
kidneys and intestines.
"Shave me," He rumbled irritably.
Flora glanced at the dirty matting of black and
gray hair, covering the thin dingy skin. Her face
blanched in distaste.
"I’ll shave you in-er morning."
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"Shave me now," Unole John demanded*
"Oh, the devil!"
"Shave me, and clean me," Uncle John cried.
Small muscles worked on either side of her Jaws.
Her teeth grit audibly together. "There’s people
upstairs. 7i/hy don't you call somebody when you’re
about to do your messing? Your voice is stronger ’n
mine! Why don’t you call somebody?"
"You shud up-pl" His voice was half roar, and half
whine
.
Flora lifted him up, and dipping a towel in the
hot water of the washpan, scrubbed his buttocks and
things until he was clean. She laid him on the day-
couch, and changed the sheets. She took the rubber
sheet in the bathroom and put it to soak. Placing
another rubber sheet on the bed, she covered it with
a clean white one, and replaced the covers.
"Come on," Flora said, picking him up.
"Put me down."
"Fool, I’m putting you to bed."
"I don’t want to go to bed."
Flora sighed, allowing him. to fall slowly back on
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the couch. She took off her hat and placed it in the
tightly packed closet.
"Time-er-day , ” she exclaimed.
”I gets tired staying in bed all time.” His eyes
brightened. ”I wanta look at the stars."
"Uncle John, don’t be like that. God knows I’m
doing my level best. It ain’t my fault you in this
condition. Don’t take it out on me."
Uncle John’s eyes rolled in their sockets as he
looked at the ceiling, as if by the force of his gaze,
alone, he would break through to the stars.
They could hear the corner tavern closing up for
the night. Joyful cries swept through the air, as
workmen staggered out of the door with their borrowed high
spirits
.
"I wanta see the stars."
"I’m gonna put you to bed," Flora said resolutely.
She slid her arms under him to pick him up. The
old man cleared his throat and spat. It caught her on
the ear, and dangled from the lobe. She dropped him
on the couch, and stood trembling, opening and closing
her fist. Her voice chocked as she tried to speak. She
went into the bath-room and washed off the slime.
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Flora oame back, still clenching and unclenching her
fist. "Sometimes, I could kill you."
"Kill me then."
She dropped into a chair, and burying her head in
her arms, cried:
"ViTiy don’t you die? Ain’t you got sense ’nough to
die? You living on ’count a guts, or you Just scared
to die?"
Uncle John looked at the ceiling. His breathing
came loud and irregular.
"My God," Flora said softly, "iVhat you bring me to."
She went back in the bath room and stayed their
several minutes. She bowed her head as if praying.
She closed her eyes. Then she stood quietly by the
window, looking up towards the sky.
Finally she oame slowly back into the room.
"I’m going to wrap you in this blanket, and let you
see the stars," she said.
"Naw, I’m Just worration," Uncle John said. "Put
me to bed."
"I’m going to take you out."
"Haw.
"
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She wrapped the hlcinket around him, and opening the
door, she took him out to see the stars.
"Stars, Uncle John. Stars."
Uncle John^s face twisted, and he began to cry. His
bony face lacked the skin for smiling; it merely shook
and wrinkled when angered or pleased. And on either
occasion, tears spilled from his eyes, so it was
difficult to tell the times of laughter from the times
of sorrow.
"Sing a song," he said.
"Vftiat song?"
"Will There Be Any Stars In My Crown?"
Flora sang the song, slowly, in a deep and broken
contralto. Afterwards they went inside.
"I get tired sometimes," she said. "Don’t pay me
no mind. I just get tired."
She pulled the covers over him. "Your burden is
bigger than mine. I ain’t got no business getting
tired. Specially with the help I got."
The old man opened his mouth twice. But each time,
his face crumpled into futile distortions, and the
tears spilled d07/n his cheeks.
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”I*m going to shave you,” Flora said.
’’Time ’nough in the morning.”
Flora got the hot water and soap, and using a safety
razor, began scraping the rough hairs from his face.
The decaying skin burst, and bled profusely in many
places
.
"Flora?’!
”Yes?”
”If I was dead, Gordie would marry you.”
”Hush.”
”He won’t on accounta me.”
"Look, your face is bleeding."
"I know he wants to marry you."
"Oh, be t'^iet."
"I’m just a strangling vine ’round green things
what’s spreading forth and trying to grow."
He gave a short sob, and was quiet.
She finished shaving him, and sprinkled powder on
his face. She took the bottle of sleeping tablets, and
shook it over the glass of water. Five tablets fell
at once. For a few seconds, she looked at the pills in
the glass, and then turning she looked into the trust-
ing eyes of the old man.
She shivered, and said; "Let me wash this glass."
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She poured the water and pills in the sink, and
put in the correct number of pills. Uncle John drank
slowly, staring at her out of pale old eyes.
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Two Related Stories
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AS DE--.TH DROPS DOM
II
JOHN DA7IS GOES HOME
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"THEY REACH FOR LIFE
AS DEATH DROPS DOM"
He turned the switch key of the old Ford truck*
The motor coughed, wheezed into silence. His head
hunched forward from his stooped shoulders, he
stared, unseeing, down the broad gravel road.
The woman beside him snapped open a small black
hand-bag. She looked to see if the sharp click
with which it opened had drawn his attention, and
then searched rapidly among the small articles in
the bag,
"Put the bottle down," the man snapped suddenly
without turning his eyes from the road.
She took the small drug- store bottle down from
her mouth. The sickly sweet odor of paragoric
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floated through the hot August air*
The man flung the door open with his left hand* A
gentle wind brought the strong soent of peanuts, and
fresh-turned earth.
”Put that bottle down, Betty Jean," the man demanded.
"It's a right smart oomfort to me, Albert," Betty
Jean protested. "You ain^t got no call to take my
comforts away. God knows, I got few ^nough of ^em."
She tossed her head angrily, and the shifting of her
fat body caused the old truck to sway slightly, and
the red rusty springs to sq.ueak \inder the peeling
black leather upholstery.
"They just ain’t good for you, Betty Jean," Albert
said, staring straight in front of him, "Now you know
they ain’t. You’re gitting nerves all ready like a
regular setting-hen, and by God, ’at stuff there don’t
help you none atall."
Betty Jean looked out the side window, out across
the farmland that reached from the highway to the
woods. She pouted sullenly, sucked her hollow jaw-
tooth, and grunted scornfully. "A body’s got to have
something," she said softly.
He jerked towards her, his face livid red, his hand
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raised as if poised for a back hand blow. She crouched
back in the corner of the truck, watching cat-like
for his hand to swing. She closed her eyes, whimpering
softly to herself.
Albert dropped his arm slowly, and stared down the
long road. He tapped her on the arm, friendly-like.
Betty Jean whimpered and sniffled. Her sun-reddened
face had become redder. The small blue veins across
her nose rose and tautened into tiny ridges.
Albert crossed his arms over the black steering
wheel. His stooped shoulders bent a little more
forward, and his blood-shot eyes became more vacant
still.
He said huskily, ”You right, Betty Jean. Lord
knows, you right.”
Betty Jean tossed her stringy yellow hair out of
her eyes, and whimpered.
"You right," Albert said, "you ain’t had nothing."
"I never said that, Albert," she said reproachfully.
"You ain’t had nothing, and I ain’t been the no
man to do nothing about it."
"I never said that, Albert."
"There ain’t no use dodging it no longer," Albert
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said, "You ain’t had nothing, and I don’t guess you
ever ^will."
She laid her hand on his shoulder* ”We oome out
here for a nice pleasurable ride, Albert* You said a
nice pleasurable ride would clear up your mind, Albert.”
"You ain’t had nothing but strikes and stoning out
of me * A pore ’nough man, I am* How many times I
ever struck you Betty Jean? How many times?"
"Albert, what on earth’s eating you?"
He stared unblinking down the long highway. A
greyhound bus came roaring by them, and they could
hear the low whine of its tires as it swerved around
the truck. The bus’s horn screamed loud and melodiously,
then they heard the motor picking up for the long grade.
"You right, Betty Jean," Albert said, "you ain’t
had nothing but a hard way to go. ’At’s all you
ever had, a hard way to go. ’At’ a all I ever give
you."
Betty Jean giggled nervously* "Aw, now Albert, I
don't guess it’s been so turrible as all that."
He turned from the road, and stared at her. She
shifted uneasily, and dropped her eyes.
"Anyhow," she said, "we got the store, now, Albert,
and..."
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"Yes,” Albert said, "the store* It was always going
to be the store, wasn*t it?"
Betty Jean looked up smiling* "And we got it, didn’t
we? We got it* We said we were going to get it, and
we did* We sure. Lord, did*"
"Always the store," Albert said*
Albert beat his fist into the palm of his hand*
"Goddammit," he said, "I recollect when I was a
little boy down in Americus, how I used to see my pa
gitting up before sun-up, and going to work in the
mills, and coming home past dark---all beat and
cussed* The old man knocked twelve and fourteen
hours a day, and still we never et too good* And I
used to go up the street to the store, and see all the
goodies on them shelves, and I used to say to myself,
’by God, this is a white man’s Job* I figure if I could
ever git me a store, why, I’d have all them rations,
and I’d make some money, too*’
"And when pa moved back to the farm, we had to
smell them mules gassing in our faces while we walked
behind the plough*"
Albert spat out of the window, and looked at the
brown Juice mixing with the tiny particles of gravel*
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”And I used to think about that store we was going
to have,” Albert said, ”and how my wife wasnH going
to have to work no fields, nor work hard no kind of
way, nor do nothing but be a southern lady like our
forebearers intended. . •”
He clasped his hands together, and blew on them
softly*
"And that day I saw you standing there at that well,
my folks and your’n used together, why, I said to
myself, ’that*s gonna be my lady* And I come just«a
telling you bout my store, and what I was gonna do, and
I guess that*s how I got you, Betty Jean---”
"No," Betty Jean said, "I admired to hear you talk,
and I tuck to you right away, cause I thought you was
the purtiest thing I ever did see, and you made claim
you wasn*t no drinking man, and well* • *"
Betty Jean moved closer to him, and put her arm
around his shoulder*
Above them, the top of the hill fused with the
horizon* Albert saw the v/ide sheets of rain advancing
on them like a marching column* He closed the door
of the truck, and let up the windows.
Albert laid his head on the steering wheel. "I
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oughta been a drinking man,** he said* "A body needs
something, like you say, Betty Jean, I guess I oughta
start •"
The rain enveloped the area, and moved dovm the
highway. Streams of water ran down the windshield,
and windows, blurring the view outside of the truck.
"Look, Alberti” Betty Jean pointed at the field.
He put his face close to the window, and saw the
indistinct figure of a man, a mule, and a plow,
moving slowly across the field.
Albert smiled wryly. ”I done heard of folks that
ain’t got sense to come out of the rain,” He said,
”but this the first time I seen one in the flesh."
”See,” Betty Jean said, ”all you needed was to
have your funny bone tickled. Now close your eyes.
Remember how you used to say close your eyes when
you’re feeling bad, and having a hard time, and you
could see better things in store?”
"That used to be good," he said, "but now it don’t
work like that. I close my eyes, and all I see is
what’s done passed, and how I kept you going like a
fool with my talk about that store.
"I see the time me and you ploughed side by side.

I see us working in that damned slave mill processing
cotton, the lint gitting in our lungs, and you laying
late ut night coughing it up.
'*And I see all them mills coming in from the north
Hill all the glory of them stories my grampa used to
tell is gone. Time was when a white man was a white man
now—-Just a cheap wage slave.
”And I see I didn*t make no out on the farm, no in
the mill. And there was that there fruit stand, and
I didn’t make no out at that neither.
"And I remember how hungry you got in the depression,
and only time I seen you smile was when I fount a five-
dollar bill, and we spent it all up in hot dogs and
sody-water, and you come out on the streets, and belched
real loud, and grinned and hollered out like you was
boasting, ’by GrOd
,
I et my belly fulll’ And all the
folks on the street looked ’round and we didn’t care
none atall.
"And I see all them kids you had, one after another,
and half of ’em dying cause we couldn’t treat ’em
like the doctor said. And all this land my grampa
telling me ’bout getting in hock to the upnorth banks
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all the time, with their mills looking for cheap work-
slaves. • •”
He buried his face in his arms and lay slumped over
the steering wheel.
"Aw, Albert," Betty Jean said softly, "that ain*t
no way to go on. I never minded. Not so much. I
knowed everHhing was going to come out all right.”
She touched him on the shoulder. He did not respond.
"Albert ?”
The rain had spent itself. The clouds shifted back
in the west. Water still poured off the top of the
truck, and down the windows, but the window-glasses
were gradually clearing.
"Albert," Betty Jean said.
Albert did not answer.
"I never minded much," she said, "I didn*t for true.
The babies, why, that was the bad part. But we couldnH
help that.”
Albert was still as if in a trance.
"I didn’t mind, Albert. I only minded your lazy
spells. You had ’nough of them to fright a body for
true. I minded when you Just stood ’round in tow»n
acting like a lazy loafer. But when you worked, and I
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worked, I didn’t mind atall. Even when you beat me, I
knew it was 'oause you had to beat something. .
Betty Jean raised his head from the steering-
wheel. She could see that he had been crying. He
jerked his head away, and covered it again in his arms.
*’It was worth it, Albert. iVe were working for our
store. It was at the end of the rainbow. Now we’ve
got our store. We’ve got it Albert, and everything’s
going to be swell.”
She shook his shoulder.
Albert slowly raised his head. "Suppose we don’t
have the store?”
"What?"
"Suppose," Albert said, "we ain’t got it?"
Betty Jean smiled. "But we got it. We kept right
on to the rainbow, and we got our pot of gold."
Albert closed his eyes and sighed. "We ain’t got
it, Betty Jean,” he said.
"Alberti" Betty Jean said.
"Goddammit I" he shouted suddenly, "Don’t you under-
stand? That's what I been trying to tell you all
evening."
She shook her head, staring at him, unable to
believe
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”It ain*t so Albert," she said in a hushed tone.
"It’s been failing for six months, Betty Jean. John
Sims come down from the bank, and says he’s taking
everything away."
She blanched, and her face was like stone.
He reached in her black handbag, and gave her the
paragoric* "A body’s got to have something," he said.
She looked at him and away. She wet her lips
and tilted the bottle. V«hen she took it down it was
empty. She sat there pale, (luiet.
Finally, she said, "Albert?"
He did not answer.
"Albert?" she said.
He bit his lips, and tasted the warm blood.
"Albert," she said softly, "Ain’t you going to beat
me ?"
She pulled his arm away from the steering wheel.
"Beat me, Albert, Beat me. It always done you so much
good before. After you beat me it was better. Beat
me, and you’ll be all right."
She put her lips close to his ear. "It done you
good after we failed with the farm. And after the mill.
And after the fruit stand. And all the other things."
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She tugged at his arm. ”Then you felt better and
we tried something else. Albert, why donH you beat
me ?"
The sun came out, bright and hot. Water sparkled
on the roadside grass and bushes.
He shook his head slowly. ”I can*t. •
She shook his arm frantically. "Albert, beat me?.
You can still beat me,"
Albert did not answer.
"Beat me, Albert," she said, "After that, why, we *11
go somewhere, We*ll go to town, to the factory, or to
anywhere. You and me Albert. 7»e*ll work. We *11
pick cotton."
She grasped his shoulders with both hands, and shook
him. He clung to the steering wheel. He did not raise
his head.
"Albert," she said, "I can still pick my hundred and
fifty. . ."
He flung the door of the truck open, and slammed
it shut behind him. He could hear her calling him. He
walked down the road without looking back.
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Albert Cheyney stumbled off the road, and sat down
in the bushes out of sight of his wife. He was unaware
of the water, which seeped through his pants, soaking
his flesh.
His eyes blurred. Everything blurred around him.
He felt empty inside, as if he had not eaten for
several days, quietness came gradually. He looked
around at the broken ground and the plowed peanut vines
Albert stood up. The man, who has been plowing in
the rain, changed direction a few feet away from him.
He recognized the broad black shoulders, the striped
railroad cap. He felt something hard growing in his
stomach, the blood came back, the hotness returning.
"John Davis," he muttered, "the nigger,"
Albert got up and called. "Hi there John,"
"Good-evening, liar, Cheyney," John said.
Albert stiimbled across the uneven ground. "Right
smart water fell while ago,"
"Yes sir, right smart," John said. He kicked the
ground. A puff of dust came from the underlying dry
soil,
Albert looked at the dry dirt. "Not too deep,
though."
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"Not too much damage," John said, "more show, than
doing,"
A searching stare passed between the two men. The
white man gazed speculatively into the black man’s
face, his head turned sideward so that it did not
look like he was staring.
"By God I" The white man said suddenly, "I thought
I’d most burn up, while ago,"
"It’s a turrible August, all right, " John said,
wearing the expression of a man who had uttered a
deep conviction.
"I’m telling you, I ain’t never seen the like in
I don’t know when. Ain’t been an August like this since
I was a boy."
"Been a long time," John said.
There was about both men an air of waiting, so that
although they spoke pleasantries with the usual emphasis,
words dropped from them like Jabs from two boxers.
And each secretly searched the other’s face, when he
thought himself unobserved, as if to see what lay
behind it
.
"Seems like cotton prices gonna be better this year,"
the white man said. "Was talking up in town the other
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day with a fellow what works *round one of them ware-
houses* He was telling me, things looked downright
good to him* Papers talk pretty good, too*"
"Let’s hope so, anyhow, l»lr* Cheyney*" The black
man kicked the dirt, making a small dent in the ground.
"Well, from what the papers say," the v/hite man said
loudly, "it oughta be right good. Course you can*t
never tell. Nobody could but a Phillydelphy lawyer."
"How you happen to come this way, la*. Cheyney?
Ain’t seen you in these parts in a coon’s age*” The
black man’s eyes were almost closed, as he looked at
Albert Cheyney.
Albert Cheyney pulled a small soiled sack out of
his pocket. His eyes peering up at the black man,
he rolled a slim cigarette. He licked the seam of
the cigarette, and fumbled in his pocket for a match.
"Cot a match there, Johfi7”
"Yes Sir, if they ain’t wet, Mr. Cheyney*"
He took the matches from under his hat, and handed
them to Albert Cheyney*
"Cantcha strike one," Albert Cheyney said* He
spat on the ground, his reddish white skin quivering
near his eyes*
The black man struck the match, and held it to the

cigarette
•
"Always puts *em in my hat, when it starts to rain,”
he said, "learnt it when I in the army years ago,"
Albert Cheyney sucked on the slim cigarette, and
smiled crookedly on one side of his face*
"That*s what your great grampa woulda done for my
great grampa," he said.
"What^s that, Mr. Cheyney?"
"Lit* my cigarette."
"Them days is gone forever,” John Davis said, "I^m
sure glad, and I guess everybody else oughta be#"
Albert Cheyney fro;vned. "Hov/ come? Don’t see how
cornel Don’t see how cornel T’was a mighty good timet
All yo\ir folks had manners in them days I"
"Your folks own slaves, Mr. Cheyney?"
"Oodl 'wliat a Q.uestionl Sure they owned ’em. Every
white man’s folks owned slaves I Didn’t you know that?"
The two men had moved closer together# They seemed
suddenly isolated from the hot August sun, the fresh
vegetation, and all that existed but themselves#
"I been told,” John Davis said, "they was pore white
folks then, too, and they didn’t do too well#"
"A lie# A goddam lie and a sack of a pit I"
The white man’s blue eyes flashed angrily#
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”Who been telling you them lies?"
"That^s what I done always heard, Mr. Gheyney."
"I say, who told you?" He blew the ashes off his
cigarette. His dimpled chin jerked forward.
"Don't recollect. But I always been told that."
"You believe that lie?" The cigarette trembled in
Albert Gheyney' s hand.
"What's a man to believe, Mr. Gheyney?"
"I tell you what to believe," the white man said.
I'll tell youl If it hadn't been f or them damn
yankees, you wouldn't have nothing to worry about.
Some w'hite man like me woulda been looking out for
you, woulda been putting bread in your mouth. And I'd
be living like a gen'mun. You think I'd have these
hard hands, and these rough clothes? You bet yo\ir
bottom dollar 1 wouldn't I"
He gestured frantically. His voice rose and fell in
a hoarse cry. His eyes traveled off to the bright
green of the forest pines, and for a moment, he,
himself, seemed caught in a lost dream of long ago.
The mule shook his head, throwing off the flies and
gnats. He snapped around his stomach* Waving his tail
furiously, he plunged off dragging the plow behind him*
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”Whoa there, sirl" John Davis said*
His face still flushed, his eyes quivering, Albert
Cheyney looked at the mule and said in a calmer tone;
"Seems like a right good mule, you got there*"
"He do pretty well, Mr* Cheyney*”
"Been looking for a good plow mule*"
John Davis dug his right herl into the ground, "Sure
hard to find a good ’un*”
"Be willing to pay a fair price for a real good '\in."
The eyes of the white man were fixed on the black man,
and had been for some time. His face still quivered with
slight traces of anger*
"Shore cost you now-days.” John Davis looked away.
The mule turned his head to look at the man. John
Davis turned his face from the rigid stare, and looked
at the ground that was still to be plowed*
Albert Cheyney sucked his tooth, and rolled another
cigarette* "Cimme Another light.”
He sucked the cigarette until its tip glowed red,
"Wouldn^t be a-wanting to sell that mule?"
"No sir."
"Grive you a right price for ^im*"
"You likely get a better deal in town."
"Well, I’m the kinda man what likes to know who he’s
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dealing with,” Albert Cheyney said.
|
"DonH think I could very well get long without this’n.'
"Where *d you find *iin,” Albert Cheyney demanded.
"Traded it off my brother-in-law^. " John Davis said. He
stuck his pipe in his mouth with an air of finality.
"Wher*d your brother-in-law get him from?"
"Can*t say Exactly for not knowing."
"Kinda close mouthed, ain*t you?"
"Just don’t know where he got him from, Mr. Cheyney."
Albert Cheyney thrust his chin forward. "You reckon
you could find out?"
"Reckon I could, if he be willing to make known."
"You find out where he got him," Albert Cheyney de-
manded .
"Do my natural best."
"I been knowing you a long time, ain’t I, John?"
"Since we was boys, a-hunting in the woods, a-fishing
in the creeks."
"That's right, and I ain’t no boy now John. Am I?"
"You much too big to be that, Mr. Cheyney."
"It’s more’n bigness, and don’t you forget it."
John Davis held the plow line firmly. He sucked on
his pipe, his eyes constantly winking.
"Is they things I been forgetting, Mr. Cheyney?"
"I’m just telling you to watch your step," Albert
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Gheyney said tensely. "Things done changed since we was
boys. You got ways of talking and acting, which ain't
to the best of a man's liking. Now, I want you to find
out where your brother-in-law got that mule. Wouldn't
be, he stole it?"
John Davis took the pipe out of his mouth. "Us
Davises, and nobody hitched up to us ain't known for
stealing."
"Why, John, I ain't never known a nigger what didn't
have light fingers now and then."
Albert Gheyney looked hard at the black man. He
laughed harshly. "What the hella we here arguing 'bout?
You a good boy, John, known you all my life. Always
minded your own business. Ain't never known you to be
messed up in the wrong thing. It's just them ways you
got. Don't 'magine you mean a mite 'o harm by it neither."
He paused and sucked on his cigarette. "Matter of
fact, I drove all the way down here to see you about
that. We growed up together, and I know you. But there's
folks up my way you don't set so well on. They tell me,
you 'bout the most uppity bastard they ever did see,
I says to them, 'You just don't understand that boy,
that's all. Why they ain't a whiter nigger in this here
county. He stays to home and tends to his ground. Don't
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never see him with his nose stuck in white folk^s business.’
"I says to them, *Just let that boy alone*’
'•They say it*s this ground you own what make you so
uppity. Let a darky own a few acres of land, and he gets
so uppity, he thinks his behind don’t stinkl”
John Davis pushed his pipe into his pocket. He
straightened the plow. The mule, feeling the movement
on the plow, bent his head and started down the field.
"Stand sir I" John said.
The mule halted and looked at the men, puzzle-
|
fashioned.
"Mule’s in a powerful hurry," Albert Cheyney said
harshly.
"He shore is."
"He ain't very neighborly."
"Guess he ain't," John said.
Albert Cheyney thrust his chin forward. "Maybe you
hit him, while I wasn't looking!"
"I done seen stranger sights."
Albert Cheyney pointed his finger. "Look here, John!
And you better listen good to what I say cause it's going
to mean trouble if you don't watch out. I come to tell it
to you in good nature. I thought, by God, you had some
sense. But you done plumb riled me down to the q.uickl
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iVhat I wanta tell you, what I oome here for in the first
place, was to tell you to straighten that boy o^ your’n
and damn’ (luickl”
”What’s he done?” John davis dropped the plow-line, and
came forward.
"Don’t know what kinda notions he’s a getting* But I
know now where they coming froml You’d better teach that
fool boy some sensei"
"What’s he done?"
"ItVatch who you raise your voice at. You still talking
to Mr. Gheyney."
"I ask you what he done?"
"If you’ll shut your mouth a minute. I’ll have my say."
"I ain’t stopping you."
Albert Gheyney continued hotly:
"He’s got a knack o’ doing things, any plumb fool would
know better. Other day, he walks right in my store, sticks
his black hands right do'/m in my drink box, and gets a
cold drink like a fool
I
"And when I tell him to put it back, he puts it back.
Then I get it out for him, and open it. I look for him
to sell it to him, and there he is walking right out of
the store I By God, you better be glad I knowed youl"
The men had been moving closer together, as if the

heat of their words was a magnet working between two
pieces of steel. Now they stood under the bright sun,
so close that each could touch the other, and as they
spoke, each could feel the other *s hot breath. And
they looked each other through in the silence.
John Davis stood with his legs wide apart, his arms
folded. His head was bent slightly, and his thick
lips moved slowly. "Ever* since you been running
that store, I been seeing folks go to your drink-box
and get they ov/n drinks. I been seeing folks do it."
"You ain*t seen no black *uns do it I"
"I done always been told," John D-avis said slowly,
"when a white man comes fooling round a black *un in
these here hills, it’s either going to get the black
man in trouble, or he gonna lose some his b* longings."
"Set your words to scale boyl Mind who you talking
tol We ain’t no little boys now, a-playing mumble-
pegl"
Albert Cheyney’s chest was heaving and he paused to
catch his breath. "Now I’m sousing you to get your
dander down. But from no on, know your manners ’round
me I And you’d best to teach that boy some. Cause
when he ’round me--"
"i/ir. Cheyneyl" the black man said. "You be white.
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An* in this land, what's white's right. All same, it
comes to me, you on my land* • • my land* I wantcha
to gimme my land, Mr. Gheyney. • • and be right fast
to do itl"
Albert Gheyney trembled with rage. "Groddammit. • •
goddammit, boy I You done gone too. • • Just look for
it. . • Just wait for it. Your black tail's got my
name writ all over it. 7^'hy you. •
He whirled around and strode across the field to his
truck. • *
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JOHN DAVIS GOES HOME
The black man watched the truck move out, speeding
to the limit of each gear* After it was out of sight,
his eyes remained cast in the direction of its
departure. He wiped sweat from his face, and sat
do’wn as if suddenly exhausted. He stretched out on
the ground and breathed hard*
Getting up, he led the mule back over the field to
the barn. He could see his wife sitting in the door-
way, on the steps, where she usually awaited him at
sundown* But it was not now sundown; the sun hung
well above the horizon* • •
”You early,” she said, stepping out of the doorway*
"I ain’t so early* Fact, I’m almost late*"
"You sick?"
"Naw, I ain’t sick*"
He walked through the kitchen into the bedroom* He
looked around the room q.uickly, and said:
"Where’s my guns?"
She looked at him blankly. "Sun’s yet hour high."
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”01d Lady, I want my guns**^
”In the corner,” she said wearily,
”In which corner^ They*s four corners I”
”John, what*s happened
”I ask you for my guns. Ain*t got time to hat the
wind,
”
”Is it the boy? Is it Henry? John what is it?"
"Naw, it ain*t Henry I Ain’t he back yet?"
"He ain’t crossed these doors," She shook her
head in alarm,
"Old lady, • • I want my guns,"
"In that corner," she said pointing, "by the bed,"
He gathered an Army rifle, a twenty-two and a
pistol. He broke them down and cleaned them. His
wife watched him silently,
"John, for Grod’s sake, what’s the matter?"
"Me, and Cheyney had a few words,"
"Few words about what?"
"Just on gen’ral principles,"
"’Bout Henry?"
"Partly, Mostly, just cussedness. Pure cussedness,
"Gtod, I knowed it was bound to come,"
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"Ain*t nothing oome yet, I stood there listening
to him, trying to keep my dander down. I ainH never
been talked to like that in all my born days. I
stood there till I just ran clear over like a biling
pot
He held the guns up to the setting sun, and looked
down the gleaming barrels. "Go bring me some shells."
"Whatcha gonna do?"
"V/ill^ya bring me the shells? You ain’t in this."
"But I is in it. All this ground’s in it. All
your family’s in it. Everything’s in it."
He thought for a moment. "Get them shells, Mae Sal
oome go wit’ me."
With the guns stuffed in a crocus sack, they walked
into the woods. He stuck a target, made of brown
paste-board with a black dot in the center, against a
clay bank. Then both of them took position some
hundred odd paces away*
"Take the rifle first," he said.
"I don’t want the rifle."
"Take the rifle. Might need it ’fore you think."
"Rifle kicks." She took the rifle, and he gave her
a shell. She lay down on the moist earth, and raised
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the rifle to her shoulder*
"Shoot it."
B-O-O-MI The rifle went off. The frail form of
the woman shook like a snake in the mouth of a dog.
"It kicked me there," she said, rubbing her jaw.
"You got to putcha cheek Against the stock, or
it ^11 slap you ever* time. Shoot it."
She raised the gun up to her shoulders, single
loaded. Again the gun fired, and again the frail form
of the little woman shook. A ball-like bruise rose
on her cheek. Water came to her eyes, and she said,
"John. • »"
"Shoot it," he said.
She raised the rifle back to her shoulder, and
lined up the sights to her eyes* . •
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